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Description New 2022 Highland Ridge RV Open Range OF395BHS Highland Ridge Open
Range fifth wheel OF395BHS highlights: Bunkhouse Suite Dual Recliners U-
Lounge Kitchen Island Dual Entry Outside Kitchen   This Open Range is absolutely
jam packed with convenience! There is a phenomenal bunkhouse suite that
contains opposing slides for extra space, a flip-up desk for working on projects,
full-width wardrobe/dressers for storing clothes, a half bathroom for cleaning up
in the morning, and the second exterior entry door. This fifth wheel not only has a
bunkhouse suite, but it also has a master suite up front so that you can live in
luxury too. This front bedroom has a queen bed slide or choose a king option, a
desk, a dresser, a mirrored wardrobe, and a private entrance into the  double entry
bathroom. The convenience continues on into the main living area where you will
find a kitchen island, a U-Lounge with two tables or choose the theater seats or
tri-fold sofa and table with chairs option(s) in its place, an entertainment center
with 50" LED HDTV and fireplace, and two recliners.    With any Highland Ridge
Open Range fifth wheel, the 100' wide body frame and the ACCU-SLIDE slide
system with 42" deep 4-corner compression offer more interior space.  Inside, you
will also enjoy residential vinyl flooring, a hardwood ceiling soffit, slide out fascia
and valances, plus raised panel hardwood cabinet doors, and two air conditioners
with quiet residential return air.  The exterior equipment includes Equa-Flex axle
suspension, LevelLoc™ automatic leveling with JT's Strong Arms, and self-
adjusting electric brakes giving you a smooth ride while the Four Season package
offers ducted heat to underbelly with cold air return, an enclosed exterior docking
station, a heated and enclosed underbelly, and a high performance furnace to
mention a few highlights. Make your selection today? Front
Bedroom|Bunkhouse|Two Entry/Exit Doors|Outdoor Kitchen|U Shaped
Dinette|Kitchen Island|Bath and a Half
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2022 Open Range OF395BHS $130,414.16
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Basic information Year: 2022
Stock Number: B23121
VIN Number: brownsrvfeed-B23121
Condition: New
Length: 523
GVW: 16250
Sleeps: 8
Slideouts: 5

Item address 30049 Highway 151, 29101, McBee, South Carolina, United States
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https://maps.google.com/?q=30049%20Highway%20151,%2029101,%20McBee,%20South%20Carolina,%20United%20States
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